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Wondering if Bang: Visions, Book 2 is OK for your kids? Parents: Set preferences and get age-appropriate recommendations with Common Sense Media Plus. Join now.Â Best Book I Have Read! Second book in the Vision Series. "Crash", followed by "Bang". Definitely recommend! Report this review. Add your ratingSee all 1 kid review. What's the story? Picking up where Crash left off, BANG finds 16-year-old Julia (Jules) DeMarco recovering from her injuries after heading off a catastrophic accident that constantly appeared to her in visions. Also, after years of apparently unrequited love for classmate Sawyer Angotti, they're now a couple -- aside from the fact that their parents still hate one another and the family feud still rage.
The alliance's vision is for "Lesbians, gay men and bisexuals living free from discrimination or disadvantage based on their sexual orientation." Who, today, has got a problem with that? Let's be honest, I've been wolf-whistled on Castro Street in San Francisco (I know, I know - it was a while ago), but that doesn't make me an expert.Â It is just what the LGB Alliance is. And I get it. Back in the day, support for their vision would have been seen as right on, cool and oh so liberal. But for those who might think something is missing, without any nod to traditionally expected genitalia, you must have gathered this kerfuffle is all down to the alphabet. What caused such offence about the LGB Alliance's bid for charitable status is the absent TQ+. Crash book. Read 1,102 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. If what you see is what you get, Jules is in serious trouble. The suspense...Â Though this book is called "Crash" and promises a tale about Jules' visions and what she will do about it, this whole element of the novel feels like a subplot in a disappointing romance story. In fact, it seems strange to me whenever I remind myself that this is actually a paranormal novel where the protagonist sees visions. Visions: Crash; Bang; Gasp are all three of the Wake trilogy thrillers and the absolute best books for teens. They are each riddled with elaborate, engaging, and hair-twirling prose with highlights of horrifying visions, jaw-dropping horrors, body bag smells, and eardrum-piercing sounds of careening trucks. And, Jules who makes pizza. Jules is our three-book gal-pal star.